
 

 

 

School Run Sponsoring Agreements  

Please conclude a separate agreement for each sponsor and give it back to the teacher. Please fill out the form with names etc. and check 

the relevant boxes. Please enter the sums of money you would like to give (e.g. 0,50 € or 1,00 €). 

  

1st Sponsoring Agreement 

 

Name of child:        Class:___________________ 

Name of 1st sponsor (in block capitals): ______________________    

 

a) � I agree to give ___,___ € per lap run (approx. 80 m), but ____,__ € at maximum.  

(Please do not forget to enter a maximum sum, since usually the children manage to run more laps than you might think.)  

or 

b) � I agree to give a fixed amount of _____,__ € for the child I support as a sponsor, regardless of how many laps are run by that child.  

 

For both variants (a) or (b) I ask for a tax compliant donation receipt (only possible for sums of 10 € or more): yes  �  /no  �. 

 

Full address for donation receipt: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Only after the School Run will you receive an invoice for the agreed amount through your child’s communication booklet. Please, do not 

pay in advance, so that the money can be assigned correctly! 

 

Name and signature of sponsor: ______________________   

 

�_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2nd Sponsoring Agreement 

 

Name of child:        Class:___________________ 

Name of 2nd sponsor (in block capitals): ______________________    

 

a) � I agree to give ___,___ € per lap run (approx. 80 m), but ____,__ € at maximum.  

(Please do not forget to enter a maximum sum, since usually the children manage to run more laps than you might think.)  

or 

b) � I agree to give a fixed amount of _____,__ € for the child I support as a sponsor, no matter how many laps are run by that child.  

 

For both variants (a) or (b) I ask for a tax compliant donation receipt (only possible for sums of 10 € or more): yes  �  /no  �. 

 

Full address for donation receipt: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Only after the School Run will you receive an invoice for the agreed amount through your child’s communication booklet. Please, do not 

pay in advance, so that the money can be assigned correctly! 

 

Name and signature of sponsor: ______________________   

 

�_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3rd Sponsoring Agreement 

 

Name of child:        Class:___________________ 

Name of 3rd sponsor (in block capitals): ______________________    

 

a) � I agree to give ___,___ € per lap run (approx. 80 m), but ____,__ € at maximum.  

(Please do not forget to enter a maximum sum, since usually the children manage to run more laps than you might think.)  

or 

b) � I agree to give a fixed amount of _____,__ € for the child I support as a sponsor, no matter how many laps are run by that child.  

 

For both variants (a) or (b) I ask for a tax compliant donation receipt (only possible for sums of 10 € or more): yes  �  /no  �. 

 

Full address for donation receipt: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Only after the School Run will you receive an invoice for the agreed amount through your child’s communication booklet. Please, do not 

pay in advance, so that the money can be assigned correctly! 

 

Name and signature of sponsor: ______________________   


